
...flat screen TVs have the
tendency to teeter over tables and
hurt young children, most people
prefer mounting them on walls not
only to create a more streamlined
room layout, but more importantly,
to keep the TV out of children’s

reach...

Sydney, NSW (PRWEB) April 30, 2013

Fall is here and many homeowners are expected to
take advantage of the milder weather to tackle both

minor and major home renovations before winter

creeps in. Everest Electrical, which is located in
Sydney, has recently included three new services to

its offerings; these aim to target clients who wish to

add luxury finishing accents to their homes. These
services are TV wall mounting and the installation of

heated towel rail and bathroom heat lamps.

Many households these days are getting rid of their

bulky entertainment centres to create a larger and
more attractive space inside the home for better
movement. Big TV sets are now replaced with flat

screen and thin LCD or LED ones that can be
mounted on an ideal flat surface such as the wall for
an enhanced viewing experience. TV wall mounting
service is now being offered by Everest Electrical

Services to its clients. After reports came out that flat
screen TVs have the tendency to teeter over tables
and hurt young children, most people prefer mounting
them on walls not only to create a more streamlined
room layout, but more importantly, to keep the TV out

of children’s reach. This service offered by Everest
Electrical ensures that the TV is mounted properly and
securely.

Also, since the coldest time of the year is coming, installing heat-emitting fixtures is something that a lot of
homeowners are working towards completing, such as bathroom heat lamps and heated towel rails. Bathroom
heat lamps are used as a source of heat in showers and bathrooms which can get really cold during the cooler
months. Instead of using tungsten filaments which are often found in ordinary light bulbs, most heat lamps use
quartz which have a resistance to electricity. “This, in turn, allows the heat lamp to produce ample amounts of

infrared radiation which can provide heat to people coming out of the shower,” explains Andrew Jefferys of Everest
Electrical.

Meanwhile, heated towel rails are growing in popularity these days, hence Everest Electrical deemed it necessary

to include the installation of these fixtures to their services. These fixtures, which only luxury hotels used to have,
are now making their way into a lot of households and installation requests increase upon the onset of cooler
weather. A heated towel rail in the bathroom allows people to wrap themselves up with warm and fluffy towels after
a bath and it’s also known to contribute to keeping the bathroom dry and free from the malodorous scent of

moisture-bred bacteria. On top of these benefits, heated towel rails can also contribute aesthetically to the look of a

bathroom and add value to houses.

These are all great new provisions from Sydney’s leading electrical service provider; to learn more about Everest

Electrical’s services, visit http://www.everestelectrical.com.au.

Everest Electrical Services Adds New Offerings for
Luxury Finishing Touches to Home Renovations
Sydney’s leading electrical service provider, Everest Electrical, has recently included
new services in its lineup of offerings to cater to clients embarking on home
renovation this Autumn.
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